The given paper summarises the status of the post-flight analysis of the SHarp Edge Flight EXperiment (SHEFEX). It focuses on the comparison of numerical and experimental surface pressures as well as the assessment of the free stream vector applying the flight mechanic description of the Digital Miniature Attitude Reference System (DMARS) platform. The results point out that the extraction of angles of attack and sideslip is much more demanding than expected.
Introduction
Hypersonic systems are complex, difficult to design and expensive to build due to a lack of physical understanding on the involved flow regimes and a lack of data for design. The strategic future tool which will enable a dramatic reduction in the design and development time required for new vehicles is the computational or "virtual" vehicle design and qualification. But this approach is based on mathematical models which require verification and validation to increase their credibility. The improvement of the physical modelling requires good data, acquired in ground facilities and in flight [3] . The SHEFEX Experiment
The objective of the SHEFEX experiment was the investigation of a facetted Thermal Protection System (TPS) concept and the assessment of the potential of sharp edged configurations applying the three point strategy: numerical analysis -ground based 
Description of the Experiment
The SHEFEX launcher is a two-stage solid propellant sounding rocket system. The launch vehicle consisted of a Brazilian S30 motor as first stage and an Improved facilities -flight experiment. The motivation is neither to perform a re-entry experiment nor to fly at the thermal boundary of modern high temperature materials but to prove in flight that the temperature peaks at the edges of the ceramic-composite panels are lower than those predicted based on a radiation equilibrium hypothesis. The SHEFEX forebody should have as many as possible facetted panels and it should represent as many as possible configuration details of space vehicles, like concave and convex chamfers and a sharp unswept leading edge, see Fig. 1(a) . Now, after the flight an enormous amount of scientific data is available and a direct comparison of the flight data with numerical post flight studies and on-ground data is possible.
Orion motor as second stage. Between the facetted SHEFEX experiment and the (a) Re-entry (b) Pitch and yaw with average Re-entry description based on DMARS data second stage were two cylindrical modules which housed the recovery system, the main electronics, the data acquisition devices, the power supply, and the cold gas system (Fig. 2) . The vehicle reached an apogee of 211 km. The total flight time was 550 seconds, comprising 45 seconds of experimental time for the atmospheric reentry between 90 km and 14 km. The first atmospheric effects on the acceleration 
